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Introduction 

This discussion paper 1s one of six written on the Yukon 

econom~c environment. It identifies objectives. suggests 

directions and recommends actions to guide future 

development in the following areas of the Yukon economy: 

- transportation 

- enerr;,y 

- communication 

- municipal infrastructure 

- housing 

- leisure and recreation 

Each of these economic areas has been treated separately 

through a series of Hlinka9e studies" published in the fall 

of 1986 as part of the Yukon 2000 development planning 

process. These linkage studies and the issues they identify 

serve as a background to this paper. 

The objectives. directions and actions presented here for 

discussion attempt to reflect the broad goals for an 

economic strategy identified earlier in the Yukon 2000 Faro 

workshop. As well11 they attempt to be faithful to the report 

of the Yukon 2000 tall conference where over 200 Yukon 

people from every region of the territory met to share their 

views on the direction* pace; costs and benefits of 

development in many of these areas. 

What follows is a point of departure for future discussions 

contributing to a draft development strategy for the Yukon. 
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Yukon 2000 -· Strategy Goals 

A Yukon development strategy will have goals which Yuko:n•.n's 

believe they can work for with confidence. The four goals 

listed below are ones for which general support has emer9ed 

through discussions in the Yukon 2000 planning process to 

date. They include: 

1. The Option to SLay in the Yukon 

Yukoners want to live in a place that remains a 
desirable and wort.hile place to stay, learn.I' work and raise 
families. This means development that will ensure stable and 
secure opportunities for people to support them.selves and 
their families. 

2. Control of the Future 

Yukon people seek greater control over future economic 
development. This means more regional and local decision
making., greater community control and higher levels of Yukon 
ownership. 

J. An Acceptable Quality of Life 

Yukoners seek the protection and enhancement of their 
quality of life. They want wages that are comparable to 
national st.andards, a good return on capital investment, 
security for non-wage lifestyles that depend upon access to 
renewable resources and conservation of the Yukon•s natural 
environment. 

4 .. Equality 

Yukoners widely agree that all people should have equal 
access to the economic opportunities available here. 
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[n addition to these geals. YuK0n~rs have expressed strong 

support for three relat~<l concerns. They are increased job 

op port uni ties., diversification of the ec.:)nomy-- particularly 

as it affects new developments in rural areas, and increased 

pa~ticipation in decision making. Together with the goals 

above they frame the direction Yukon people perceive 

economic development takin<J in the future. 

These goals and concerns are detailed in the Yukon 2000 

Development Strategy Discussion Paper and the Fall 

Conference Report. The objectives suggested for each of the 

economic areas addressed in this paper consider and flow 

from these goals that define the general concerns which 

Yukoners hold. for their economic future. 
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Transportation 

Obiectives tor Management and Develooment 

1~ Integrate the Yukon's transportation system with 

those of other jurisdictions. 

The Yukon 1 s economy is primarily dependent on imports. 

exports and tourism. Consistent with the goals of enhancing 

the quality of life for Yukoners and improving 

infrastructure to further economic development.I' Yukoners 
need inexpensive transportation o~tions and a high degree of 

accessibility to other regions for business; tourism and 

cultural purposes. This can best be acheived through 

reduction of transportation obstacles impeding traffic with 

Alaska, British Colu1n.biaE Alberta and the Northwest 

Territories. and the establishment of regulatory standardsa 

taxes and user charges consistent with and integrated to 

these other jurisdictions. The development of new and 

improved transportation links with other regions is 

essential to reducing costs for shippers, carriers and 

passengers .. 

2& Integrate manaqement and developaent of 

transportation modes within the Yukon. 

If Yukoners are to exercise greater control over their 

future and have equal access to the economic opportunities 

available here, they require an integrated transportation 

system within the territory. This will require timely and 

cost effective transportation planning and development .. 

identification of specific modal requirements necessary for 
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full int':'}rat.j_on '~"f .31"£~, water§ l."'()1=.:td and rail opera_.·;_)nS. 

Competing user conflicts must be given careful consideration 

and resolved so that local people if tt)Urists and c~)nt...mercial 

carriers can all have access to saf e6 efficient» inexpensive 

and socially desirable transportation. 

3. Assess the costs and benefits of transportation 

developaents to local and regional interests. 

Yukon people in comm.uni ti.es throughout the territory want a 

greater voice in determining the nature and direction of 

economic development in their region .. Transportation 
developments will need to be evaluated against local 

community needs and private interests .. Maximizinq coir.munity 
benefits in the maintenance and development of 

transportation corridors. facilities and services will hinge 

significantly on local job creation and spin-off benefits 

for local small businesses. Environmental and wildlife 

values.I' land use plans and competing resource uses will 

require careful consideration in allocating priority to 

transportation routes and modes. 

Principles for Developaent 

1. Recoqnize transportation as an economic development 

tool .. 

Transportation is an important instrument of economic 

developmente It has not always been used in its proper 

capacity as a tool. but as an end in itself. Transportation 

crosses all economic sectors and can serve to support 

development in each of them with careful consideration of 

their specific requirements. 
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2* Adopt an approach to transportation development that 

considers a ranqe of transportation options. 

Participants at the Yukon 2000 Fall Conference suggested 

that support for economic development must be fully 

integrated with requirements for conservation~ This can be 

best achieved in a transportation strategy that considers a 

range of transportation modes or options (road.rail.air and 

marine) and their linkages. With a range of choices. local 

and regional interests can better control development to 

meet their own needs and minimize environmental impacts 

through route and carrier alternatives. 

J. Allocate priorities in consultation with local and 

regional interests. 

Decisions for new transportation developments in considering 

local needs and the plans of other governments in the region 

can optimize cost effectiveness and efficiency, and avoid 
duplication of effort and service. 

4. Rationalize funding. planning and program. 

nanagenent. 

Devolution of responsibilities from the federal qovernmenta 
particularly for highways and rural airports, will allow for 

the elimination of overlap and duplication of services that 

often make planning and development inefficient and 

expensive. 
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Sb Government has a responsibility to assume an active 

and lead role in transportation development. 

Public funds can be put to good use in building a 

transportation inf rastrucure that sustains local economies 

through capital projects during economic downturns .. In 

addition, they can be used to reduce costs to private 

consumers through better and more cost effective 

transportation routes and services. 

6. Maximize Yukon benefits. 

Job creation and on-going support for Yukon residents, 

entrepreneurs and business services should be central 

criteria in guiding transportation planning and development. 

1. Identify and resolve user conflicts in a fair and 

open manner .. 

Conflicts between competing public and private interests are 

best resolved in a forum or process that is accessible to 

all. Consideration of a broad range of transportation 

options as a part of the planning process facilitates 

accomadation of different interests. 

8. Ensure safe. reliable and equitable service for all 

coBBunities and reqions. 

Level of service and development will vary according to 

population size# distribution and. extent of commercial 

development. but uniform standards and guidelines which 
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consider these differences between regions can provid2 

serv~c~= ~~3~ are f3ir and equitable across the Yukon. 

Discussion 0£ Principles 

In the past, northern development schemes have assumed that 

the construction of more transportation facilities and 

corridors was the most effective answer to the problem of 

development~ E:{perience has often shown otherwise. In the 

case of the silver industry. the cost of installinq a 

concentrator locally proved far more effective than large 

investments in a transportation corridor for the haulage of 

ore~ 

The narrow focus and emphasis on transportation historically 

as the engine of economic development obscured other factors 

which were more significant in limiting economic development 

than transportation itself. 

The abandonment of the Canol pipeline was very much a result 

of the construction of the Skagway-Whitehorse line which 

made it cheaper to import oil from California than from 

:~cr;nan Wells which was one quarter the distance .. New 

transportation initiatives have sometimes undermined 

e:-:isting developments and in some cases destroyed local 

industries by opening up local markets to large metropolitan 

centres where goods and products are cheaply mass-produced. 

Historically transportation has had to carry much of the 

same economic burden as the local primary producer: 

remoteness; severe geography. harsh climate and small 

markets. To expect that transportation should overcome these 

obstacles to development more readily than other economic 

sectors is both naive and unfair. 

The recognition of transportation as a tool of development 

rather than as an end in itself suggests that transportation 



devel)pmen~ can be most useful in se1~~; ic~e 

specific sect.ors sn:ch as f crestry i n:nni r!g ar~d tourism and 

how these requirements are linked. transportation planning 

and d~velorment should better define the options and the 

trade-offs which would best serve an individual industry 

without undermining the strengths or ignoring the 

requirements of others. An integrated transportation system 

1£ the result of ~areful planni~g across all economic 

sectors. Its benefit lies in the linkage of the most cost

effective options for a range of public and private 

interestsp and fair and equitable support for all regions. 

In recognizing the needs and concerns of each community; 

transportation planninq- can better meet development 

priorities to the benefit of local small businesses, job 

creation~ and the protection of community values and 

wildlife resources. This can be accomplished in part by 

participation in envircn.mental assessment and land use 

planning exercises. 

Assuming a lead role in transportation planning and 

development, the Yukon Government is in a position to 

address the range of interests and requirements across 

industries and regions to ensure a more balanced approach 

which reduces inequities in cost and service to local 

people* manufacturers. forestry and mineral developments and 

other economic sectors. If the Yukon Government is to 

effectively carry out this role. its responsibilities must 

be clear. Overlap with federal programs and responsibilities 

serves only to confuse both the process and product of 

consultation with other territorial. provincial and state 

•Jovernments# as well as with Yu.kon communities .. Devolution 

of responsibilities for hiqhway and rural airport 

manaqemt•I1t. planning and development would allow the Yukon 

Gov~rnment t0 bettPr me~t the territory 1 s transportation 

to 



priorities~ It would allow Yukon people 

·~o~trG 0ver the ~low and cost of goods in and out of the 

Recommendatj..ons for Action 

1. Devolution of full responsibility for rural airports 

from the federal to the territorial government. 

2. Establish a separate Yukon Government agency for 

management» planning and developaent of air services 

and facilities .. 

3. Devolution of full responsibility for roads fro• the 

federal to the territorial qovern.aent .. 

4. Review the impact of proposed federal regulatory 

reforms on all transportation modes. 

5. Review all standards and regulations to elininate 

internal inconsistences and baraonize the Yukon 

transportation systea with other jurisdictions. 

~~ Conduct regular reviews with industry and conmunity 

representatives to identify specific aodal requireaents 

for planning and integration of the Yukon 

transportation system. 

1. Conduct an annual review with the departments of 

Co1U1unity and Transportation Services. Economic 

Development. Renewable Resources and Tourisa to 

identify existing and potential user conflicts. 

8. Develop a policy outlining criteria for the 

provision and allocation of routes. 
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q_ Develop a framework for assessing the costs and 

benefits of transportation developments to local 

comm.un.i.ties and reqions. 

10 .. Participate fully in environmental assessment. and 

economic development and land use planning exercises .. 
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Enerqy 

Objectives for Manaqement and Development 

i. Substitute indiqenous energy resources for imported 

energy forms where it is technically feasible and cost 

effective to do so. 

Research and development of local energy supplies as a 

substitute for imported forms of energy - particularly oil -

are consistent with the goal of Yukoners to secure better 

control over their economy and diversify its base. 

Woodch.ips • .microhydro and other alternative enerqy sources 

of fer a means for reducing the negative influence energy 

costs has on growth and improving the spin-off benefits to· 

Yukoners through locally based energy developments .. 

2. Assess new energy developments considerinq the 

direct and indirect economic benefits to local 

comJllunities throuqh capital expenditures and job 

creation .. 

Yukon people seek an economic environment that affords them 

economic security and stability. Job creation and increased 

support for local businesses are economic spin-offs more 

likely associated with local indigenous energy developments 

than with imported petroleum products. New energy 

developments should be judged according to the degree they 

stimulate the local economy. not drain monies from it. 

Communities and the private business sector should have the 

opportunity to express their views of the benefits and costs 

attached to any energy development. 
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3~ !mprov6 the linkage between various energy forms to 

ensure •aximum benefits between cost and supply. 

Yukoners want an acceptable quality of life and equality of 

opportunity throughout the territory~ This means they want a 

fair and equitable distribution of energy costs among Yukon 

consumers. For residents this affects incomes; for industry 

it affects competitiveness. The key is whether Yukoners are 

minimizing ~nergy costs and are utilizing local sources to 

the most appropriate extent. Specific regional and local 

conditions must be given careful consideration it resources 

are to maximize economic benefits to energy users in e~ch 

region of the Yukon. To this end. close consultation with 

communtities and private business will ensure that local 
needs and expectations are best meta 

4. Improve the cost effectiveness of existing energy 

sources throuqh an exa11.ination of distribution costs 

and setbods to ensure the cost-effective use of enerqy. 

This objective seeks to enhance the Yukon economic 

environment by reducing the drain on personal and business 

incomes. It could accomplish this by reducing the delivered 

price of imported fuels and furthering conservation measures 

in the transportation and building sectors. 

5m Establish an energy policy to ensure an equitable 

distribution of energy costs among Yukon consumers. 

The interest of Yukoners in planning for the future is a 

desire to eliminate the boom and bust of development that 

has characterized Yukon economic life to date. Maintaining a 

secure source of supply and stable energy rates over the 

lon9 term are vital in acheiving this objective. 
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67 Provide education~ information and incentives to 

consumers to encourage the efficient use of energy. 

If Yukoners are to take control of their future. they must 

be encouraged to participate in the development of new 

conservation measures to reduce energy use and energy 

imports while maintaining or enhancing their quality of 

life. 

Principles for Development 

1u Reco9nize energy as an economic development tooi. 

Energy is a significant tool of economic development. Energy 

developments have of ten been viewed narrowly as ends in 

themselves or as serving a specific industry requirement. 

The benefits to one sector or region have often flowed at 

the expense of another. To view energy development as it 

impacts on all sectors is the first step in realizing an 

energy strategy tnat reduces inequities in cost for all 

users and builds on their mutual strength. while recognizing 

their individual needs and limitations. 

2= Support for indiqenous energy developaent. 

The use of indigenous energy sources, where it is cost

effective., offers Yukon consumers security of supply and 

stability of costs free from dramatic tluctuations in world 

prices. Renewable indigenous energy sources offer Yukon 

businesses and communities a more stable economic 

environment in which to make their plans. 
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3 .. Reduce high energy coSTrS for Yukon consumers and the 

out.flow of financial re-sources .. 

More efficient use of energy and the substitution of 

indigenous sources tor imported energy can reduce the 

leakage of money and improve job creation .. business 

development~ the purchasing power of local consumers and the 

C'.)mpeti ti ve advantage of local business over outside 

interests. 

4. Achieve an equitable distribution of costs 

throuqhout all regions and segaents of the population. 

If Yukoners are to continue to make their living in all 

regions of the territory they must a enjoy a comparable 

qualit9 of life. Similarly .. initiatives to diversify the 

economy rely upon an equality of opportunity whereby no 

reqion of the territory is placed at a competitive 

disadvantage through excessive energy costs. 

5. Consultation with local co1D1unity and business 

interests .. 

New energy developments raise interest in and concern over 

local job creation and support for small business 

through investment in capital projects. reduced operatinq 

costs through lower energy costs .. and environmental impacts 

from infrasture developments. These concerns are best 

understood and addressed in consultation with those 

affected. Local consultation is one way in which communities 

can assert local control over development in their region. 
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&,, Gog.ernm.ent has an active and :lead. role in energy 

development* 

In consultation with the private sector and community 

representatives§ public funds can be effectively used in 

research and det;elopment into new options for development 

and in ensuring that the benefits which flow from new 

initiatives flow equitably to all regions. Research and 

development are expensive and require a long term financial 

commitment if they are to produce serious results .. 

Discussion of Principles 

Energy has been identified in numerous studies as a major 

drain on the Yukon economy. Yukon residents and industry 

spent some $92 million in 1985 to meet their energy needs, 

of which an estimated $74 million or approximately 80% was 

for imported refined petroleum. products.. The e:{tent to which 

energy has inhibited economic development is not clear11 but 

it is quite obvious that energy has a negative influence on 

growth. Its high cost has adversely affected Yukoners 1 s cost 

of living and cost of business. and its high import content 

has meant few spin-off benefits from energy spending in the 

Yukon. 

The amount of money Yukoners spend on energy and the source 

of their energy supply are two key factors governing the 
impact of energy on the Yukon economy .. Total energy spending 

for consumers is based on how much they use and how much it 

costs them by litreJJ kilowatt hour, pound or cord .. The total 

amount spent by residents affects personal incomes; for 

industry it affects competitiveness. profitability and the 

incentive and ability to invest. Clearly the more that 

Yukoners can reduce their energy spending either through 
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more et f ~-cient use of energy or through lower prices :1 the 

less will energy restrict development in the region. 

Source of supply is also important because it determines the 

extent to which energy expenditures support local or out-of

Yukon business~ The more that energy needs can be suppied 

from local sources. the more energy will serve as a stimulus 
to the Yukon economy. 

The basic energy issues. then. are whether Yul{oners are 
minimizing energy costs and are utilizing local sources to 
the :most appropriate extent. 

There are only three alternatives that Yukoners can consider 
to reduce the adverse effects of energy costs on our 
economy: conservation. different sources of supply and more 
efficient (lower cost} delivery of supplya 

Conservation is by far the most beneficial way to reduce 
energy costs and reduce leakages from the Yukon economy, 

particularly in the residential and commercial-institutional 

sectors. There is considerable potential for cost-effective 
space and water heating conservation in these sectors. 

Native housing offers large potential because of current low 

levels of retrofit and the potential for application of high 

energy efficiency standards in new housing. There is some 
potential for conservation in transportation- the single 

largest energy consuming sector in the Yukon. 

Shitting away from costly imported energy sources such as 

refined petroleum. products and diesel-generated electricity 

would also be beneficial to the Yukon economy. While 

practical opportunities are limited in the Yukon because of 

the small size and geographic dispersion of the market. 

there are a wide range of energy sources available in the 
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Yukon that could in principle substitute for oil (eg. coal. 

cordwood. processed wood fuels. etc.). 

The ,~tevelopment of domestic energy so11rces can enhance local 

job creation and improve spin-off benefits .. Hydros wood or 

coal resource developments may affect important local 

economic activities such as tourism or subsistence hunting. 

trapping and fishing. They can have serious localized 

environmental impacts if not planned or managed properly., 

While best efforts should be made to conserve energy in the 

Yukon and to substitute new local sources for oil where it 

is possible and efficient to do so. it is clear that refined 

petroleum products will always be the most important energy 

source in the Yukon. Electricity. too. will likely remain 

the second most important source of energy in the Yukon. In 

this liqht. it is increasingly important to concentrate on 

the efficient delivery of these important energy sourcess 

Concern has been expressed about the high cost paid for 

refined petroleum products compared to other centres- hiqh 

prices which cannot be explained by transportation costs 

alone. More efficient or more competitive delivery of 

refined oil products may reduce the energy costs borne by 

Yukoners. Also the impact of price subsidies in heating fuel 

outside Whitehorse needs to be examined more carefully. 

With the transfer in ownership of the Northern CaDada Power 

Commission to the Yukon Development Corporation. it is now 

important to analyze all ways in which costs for electrical 

energy can be reduced for Yukonersa 

Conservation and fuel substitution activities currently 

underway have been influenced by government programs~ 

Continued or further government intervention is justified 

where significant barriers or a lack of market support 
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impede the implementation of cost effective alternatives .. 

Lack ot information, uncertainty over the applicability or 

feasibility of alternatives and high front end costs are all 
barriers government can help to overcome .. As well; the use 
of public funds in energy development may be warranted 

where the broader social benefits of increased Yukon incomes 

and economic development outweigh the costs of such 

programs. 

Recommendations for Actions 

I. Assess the impact of direct and indirect energy 

subsidies on ener9y use and the effectiveness of other 

qovermaent. prograas. 

2. Assess the impact of electricity pricinq structure 

on energy conservation and fuel subsitution goals. 

3. Assess the iapact of industry structure on prices of 

iaported fuels. 

4. Iaprove conservation proqraa delivery aechanisas for 

rural and native residents. 

5. Conduct further research into the conservation 

potential in the transportation sector. 

6. Continue support for education programs promoting 

energy conservation. 

1s Conduct research into saall hydro. qrid extension. 

pricing and other options to reduce reliance on diesel 

and reduce electrical costs~ 
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8£ Establish energy conservation as a central component 

in the desiqn and construction of all new public 

buildings. 

9. Review buildinq codes to determine where energy 

conservation can be introduced in a aanner that is cost 

ef fectivea 

10. Consult with industry and co1U1unity representatives 

to assess costs and benefits of new enerqy initiatives. 
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CoiiBunicat.ions 

Objectiv~s for Mana<-;ement and Development. 

1~ Ensure a satisfactory level of broadcasting and 

telecomaunications services for Yukoners throughout. the 

territory .. 

Yukon people seek a quality of life and an equality of 

opportunity which make it attractive to live and work in any 

region of the Yukon. This could imply having access to a 

level of service more closely equivalent to other areas of 

Canada. Broadcasting and telecommunications services should . 
enhance the social and economic life of Yukoners wherever 

they live by improving their communication with other Yukon 

communities as well as with outside jurisdictions. Lower 

telecommunications rates and improved broadcast programming 

could benefit all regions through an integrated 

communications system. 

2. Generate new eaployaent opportunities and supports 

and encourage local economic activity through the 

continuing developaent of a coJIUlunications industry in 

the Yukon .. 

Efforts to improve communications services should consider 

how they can maximize employment and business opportunities 

for Yukonerss Support for local television programming and 

production could stimulate job creation in a local 
broadcasting industry. 

J. Support and strengthen the Yukon economic 

environment through enhanced availability and quality 

of coB.Bunications services. 
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Gaps exist in the availability of basic telephone service 

and in the availability of speciali.zed telecommunications 

servicesH Proqrams desiqned to close thes~ gaps could have 

direct economic impact to the e:o{tent. that local residents 

and businesses gain access to basic telephone and related 

services (use of modems with computers). and larger volume 
users have access to services which allow them to operate 
more efficiently and productively. 

~- Use eaer9in9 communications technoloqy in the •ost 

appropriate aanner for individuals. businesses and 

colUlunities in the Yukon. 

New communications developments should be sensitive to local 
conditions and preferences to enhance access for users. 

5. Use comJaunications as a aeans to preserve and 

enhance local native culturese 

Communications policy includes cultural matters. Just as the 

native economy demands special attention if its unique 

requirements are to be protected and developed. so the same 

special consideration should be qiven to native cultural 
:requirements . 

6.Support i•proved access to fundamental qovernaent 

services. such as education. 

Improved communications technology can enhance both the 

delivery of government services and programs and the access 

of remote communities to them. The use of radio, television, 



telephone and satellt tf~ lints have far-reaching implications 

for improving the quality of life in many communiti~s in the 

areas of distance educat].on .. remote sensing and health Gare 

services where data and information bases are made readily 

available to rural users. 

1. Or9anizea aaintain and operate an integrated 

co1Utunications network. 

Participants at the Yukon 2000 Fall Conference saw 

communications as activity which could influence and assist 

development across a number of sectors including miningi 

tourism and cultural industries. An integrated and 

comprehensive communications policy can be a key component 

in developing a secure economy and a stable society for 

Yukoners. 

Principles for Development 

tg Recognize coJU1unications as a tool of econoaic. 

social and cultural developaent. 

In addition to its own potential as an industry. 

communications11 when viewed as an integrated system of 

technologies and services. has the capability of 

contributing to the efficiency and productivity of business 

and development opportunities in a range of economic 
sectors. 

2. Consult with the communications industry. colDlunity 
and business 9roups and individuals interested in and 

iapacted by co11U1unications developaents. 

The development of appropriate communications technologies 

and policies assumes consultation with those affected to 

identify local needs and regional requirements regarding the 
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nature anJ level of service, and the perceived costs and 

benefits c-: new deve 1 opments. 

3. Ensure access for all Yukon residents to 

broadcasting and teleco1Utunication services at fair and 

reasonable rates where such services are technically 

and econoaically possible. 

Conditions of extreme climate, rugged geography .. limited 

infrastructure and remoteness of communities and markets are 

obstacles to development throughout the Yukon~ Advanced 
communications technologies off er the opportunity to 
overcome many of these barriers .. All communities should have 

the opportunity to take advantage of the social and economic 
benefits that new communications technologies may offer. 

4. Hew developments must be based on a policy that 

ensures the realistic and cost-effective expenditure of 

public funds. while recognizing that sociala cultural 

and quality of life needs Bust also be met. 

Purely economic criteria may be off set in government 

decision-making by other factors such as quality of life or 

cultural considerations. Enhanced quality of life in Yukon 

communities is important both for the current residents and 

for those new residents that may be attracted to the 

comm.unities as economic development occurs .. Protection and 

enhancement of quality of life and local cultures may 
justify public investments where market factors alone may 

make such support difficult to justify. 

5. Government has an active and lead role in the 

development and regulation of a communications syste• 

that is affordable and accessible to Yukoners. 



In assunnng a lead role, qovernment is in a position to 

ensure that services and technologies are integrated to 

best serve all regions and all economic sectors in a manner 
that is equitable and cost effectivea Lack of information on 
new advances and alternatives, high capital costs with a low 

rate of return are all obstacles government can help to 

overcome .. 

6A Participate in the federal-provincial-territorial 

co1Dtunications policy development process. 

Such participation is a vehicle by which federal policy can 

be sensitive to Yukon concerns over broadcastinq and 

telecommunications developments. especially as they affect 

small remote communities. 

Discussion of Principles 

The impact of an integrated communications system cannot be 

assessed merely in terms of communications technologies or 
services. A broadcasting system which delivers programming 

from across the country and around the world and whichJ in 
addition. also enhances the exchange of information within 

and between small communities. must be seen as having 

significant social and cultural impacts. Furthermore; a 

telecommunications system which contributes to the 

efficiency and productivity of business will have 

significant economic impact. 

In light of the pervasive influence of communications in 

modern society. governments, local comm.unities and 

individuals who are planning for. and actively seeking to 
shape their own future must see communications as an 

instrument of economica social and cultural development. 



Government. has the opportunity to play a significant role in 

enhancin<; local television programmi.ng and production as 

"#'ell as distribution services. This in tu.r-r1. could stimulate 

growth of the local c:ommunications industry. improve the 

quality of life for Yukoners, create access to educational 

services, and provide better understanding and coverage of 

local and native culture and lifestyles& The combined 

efforts of government. industry and Yukon residents could 

l,3? the foundation for the long term future when it could 

become feasible to have a Yukon television network dedicated 

to the educational. informational and broadcastinq service 

goals of the comm.unity in the next decade. 

Programs could be established to address the disparity in 

broadcast services that exists between Yukon communities. 

Government could assume a role in increasing the choice of 

broadcast services available to residents of underserved 

communities. This might be accomplished in a number of ways 

including: encouraging private enterprise to extend service 

to underserved communities/j provide an information and 

advisory service to assist communities in implementing local 

initiatives, and subsidizing provision of services. 

As well, the extremely low level of Yukon-based programming 

constitutes a major gap in the local/regional service 

available to Yukoners in comparison to the level of service 

found in any other region of the country. Options to address 

this problem range from enouraging the CBC to support and 

carry more Yukon-based programming to establishing a heavily 

subsidized local television service carrying a full 

complement of Yukon programming. 

A strengthened local television production industry will 

also provide opportunities for the sale of locally produced 

material to other regions~ increasing the demand for local 
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services# local performing artists,, and also enhancing the 

Yukon as a tourist destination. 

In respect to both of these broadcast opportunities» 

government programs could not be justified in economic terms 

alone~ and other policy objectives including culture and 

quality of life issues would demand consideration. 

Gaps also exist in the availability of basic telephone 

service in the Yukon and in the availability of specialized 

telecommunications services. Programs to close these gaps 

could have direct economic impact to the extent that local 

residents and businesses gain access to services which allow 

them to operate more efficiently and productively. Such 

programs while not in themselves sufficient to attract new 

business to the Yukon, could, in conjunction with other 

government programs, improve the overall climate for 

business activity. To the extent that such proqrams increase 

access to telephone service for residents of remote areas. 

quality of life objectives could also be served. 

Access to specialized voice and data telecommunications 

services presents particuluar problems in the Yukon. In many 

areas of the country. such services are provided on a 

competitive and increasingly deregulated basis. Such 

competition exists in the Yukon only on a very limited 

basis; most Yukoners do not have easy access to a choice in 

telecommunications services. 

Advocates of increased competition in the provision of 

telecommunication services argue that market mechanisms will 

ensure that such services are provided in a more flexible 

and innovative manner at significant lower prices .. Opponents 

of increased competition argue that significant deregulation 

of services and pricing will reduce the ability of telephone 



companie8 to extend telephone services to uneconomic areas 
and to maintain low local rates. 

Today. competition is an emerging reality in the Yukon. 

Fund&'1lental questions concerning the nature and extent of 

competition and the implications for basic telephone 

services in the north must be answered. This is an area 

where the Yukon Government could make an important 
contribution as a participant in the federal policy and 

regulatory process. 

By providing for ongoing consultation between the government 
and Yukoners on these questions and issues. the government 

will be in a better position to respond to the 
communications needs of Yukoners and determine whether local 

service providers are meeting these needs .. This consultation 
will also assist the Government in national policy and 

regulatory processes in ensuring that the special and unique 

needs of the Yukon are consideredv 

Recommendations for Action 

1. Establish a mechanisa for on-going consultation with 

interested co1Dtunity. industry and business 

representatives. 

2m Establish a aechanisn for aonitorinq and reviewing 

advances in co111aunications tecbnoloqy as they aiqht 

apply to other govermaent goals. 

3. Participate in federal-provincial-territorial 

co1Utunications policy development and regulatory 

processes. 
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4 .. Develop; with the Department Education .. a strateqy 

for increasing the availability of broadcastin9 and 

telecolUilunications services in distance education .. 

5. Evaluate the costs and benefits of iaproving the 

anount. of Yukon produced broadcasting available to 
Yukon and national audiences. 

6~ Develop a framework to assess the costs and benefits 

of iaprovinq specialized teleco1B11unications services to 

all Yukon colUlunities. 

1. Develop a policy to iaprove access for Yukon 
~ 

coJ1.Bunities to a choice in telecoaaunications services 
at reasonable rates and consistent with national 

standards .. 

8. Adopt an inteqrated conmunications systea policy. 



Municipal Infrastructure 

Objectives for Manaqen1ent and Development 

ia Utilize infrastructure development to proaote loca1 

e•ployment and business developaent and enhance the 

quality of life .. 

Municipal infrastructure developmment provides the services 

which make most comm.unities viable .. Roads. water supplies. 
waste disposal, electrical power. communications systems. 
recreation and educational facilities are basic to the 
quality of life of 11ost Yukon people .. They are the bedrock 

upon which the social and economic life of the Yukon sits. A 

community 1 s infrastructure contributes to making it an 

attractive and desirable place to live. work and play. 

Adequate infrastructure contributes to a stable community 

life and a stable work force through the services it 

maintainsa the jobs it creates and the local business 
development it supports and attracts. Government support for 

infrastructure development; especially when it is used to 

stimulate local employment and business development. is a 
powerful economic tool in stabilizing local economies across 

the Yukon. 

2~ Devolve and decentralize responsibility for 

infrastructure aana9eaent and planning. and delivery of 

aunicipal services to local colDlunities as they request 

it. 

Decentralizing responsibility for management. planning and 

delivery of municipal services is essential if local people 

are to benefit fully from infrastructure development. It is 

the means by which services are maintained and developed 

locally. This ensures that local job creation and the use of 
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local materialss suppltes and services are max:unized. 

Devolution of authority for municipal infrastructure to 

communities gives local people full control over their own 

affairs to ensure that they reap the full benefit of 

community development. 

3. Establish infrastructure requireaents through 

com1.unity based econoaic and land use plans. 

Community-based economic and land use plans offer local 

people a guide for short and long term economic development 

in their regione As a reflection of local ideas about the 

direction. type and rate of development that is desired. 

economic and land use plans are a framework for decison
makinq. They contribute to development that will promote and 

repect local lifestyles. traditional and preferential 

resource uses and economic activities. 

4. Support the development of skills. knowledge and 

resources of coilU!lunity groups. elected officials and 

adainistrative personnel to enhance aanageaent 

capability .. 

Support for human resource development is essential if local 

people are to assume full local control of their own 

affairs. Without this support. the burden of responsibility 

tor manaqement of municipal planning and development upon 

local administrators will be excessivea 

5. Maintain and develop comnunity infrastructure 

according to recognized standards. 

To ensure an acceptable quality of life in Yukon communties. 

capital standards should be consistent both within the Yukon 

and with those in other provinces. This includes band 

infrastructure as well as municipal infrastructure. 



6. Establish design standards to reflect reqional 

conditions. 

To enhance the quality of life in Yukon communities; capital 

standards should incorporate design standards that reflect 
regional conditions and cultural preferences. In this way 

new capital projects can better reflect regional differences 
and local preferences. 

Principles for Development 

1. Upgrade infrastructure in existing co1Utunities prior 

to undertaking new developments leading to the 

establishllent of new coaaunities. 

The Yukon 2000 Faro Workshop made strong recommendation that 
public funds could be best applied to improving the quality 

of life in existing comm.unities, particularly where services 
are limited. 

2. Avoid the developaent of single industry towns. 

This principle reflects the view of Faro Workshop 

particpants that communities should be established upon as 

diversified an economic base as possible. Recent experience 

in Faro has demonstrated the fragility of a Yukon community 
built in response to a single industry boom development. 

Community life is vulnerable to the same economic downturns 

as the industry upon which it depends. 

3. Municipalities have a lead role in managing 

infrastructure planning and developaent. 

Management of municipal infrastructure is properly the 

responsibility of the municipalities. There are communities 



that rely upon the the management support of the Yukon 

Governmenta buta in the first instance, local people have 

the responsibility for deciding what level and type of 
services they desire, and what kind of facilities they wish 
to construct. 

4. Support local hwaan resources developaent. 

In assuming increased local responsilities. many communities 

face an increased burden for a small population of people .. 

Local people are entitled to the financial resources and 
training opportunities that will allow them to assume more 
local control without hardship. 

5. Establish cowaunity-based economic and land use 

plans .. 

To exercise better local control. especially in response to 

large external developments. comm.unity planninq exercises 

of fer a means for local people to set their own social and 
economic agendas. Such plans offer communities a vehicle for 
maximizing benefits and minimizing or preventing the 
negative impacts associated with a development project. 

6. Consult with the private sector. 

On-going discussions with private business will ensure that 

business and employment opportunities and spin-off benefits 
are maximized .. 

7q Provide to Yukon co1U1unities the necessities for a 

safe. healthy and co11fort.able life coaparable with 

those provided in other parts of Canada~ 

Comparisons with services in other jurisdictions must take 

into account the unique character of the Yukon. costs 
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associated with development, the climate and the remoteness 

of the region. Maintaining comparable services is essential 

if residents are to stay in their communities as well as in 
the Yukon. 

8. Maxiaize local enployaent and local materials. 

Public funds can be most beneficial to local economies if 

careful consideration is given to how the maximum benefits 

to local residents, workers and businesses can be best 
acheived .. 

Discussion of Principles 

Today, municipal infrastructure development and housing are 
important areas of social and economic lite for Yukon 
residents. Municipal infrastructure and its development 
determines the kind of communities Yukoners live in. It 

affects their decisions on where they wish to live. make a 

home. raise a family. work and play. It affects their 
decision on where they want to stay and for how lonq. 

In making these decision. Yukon people want to know that 
they will be comfortable, safe. secure and well cared for in 

their homes, at school.on the road and at work. Municipal 
infrastructure development must meet all of these concerns. 
It can best do so. if. in each community. the people who 
hold the concerns are directly involved in meeting them. 
This means strong local control over the planning, delivery 
and development of municipal infrastructure. It requires 
that local people have the financial support and human 
resources to exercise these local responsibilities .. This 

support tor the development of local human resources will 
require a significant commitment on the part of government 

if the needs of the residents in rural communities are to be 

met~ 



With the support they require to assume more local controlz 

Yukon people can undertake planning exercises in economic 
development and land use planning to establish guidelines 

for development in their region that reflect their desires 

and interests= In this way. environmental values. as well as 
traditional resource uses and certain economic activities 

are protected. Infrastructure development.as well as large 

development projects~ can respond to community needs and 

interests. 

Infrastructure developments; when planned locally. offer 

a tremendous opportunity to use public funds more 

effectively .. The use ot local materials and local employment 

offers increased support and stability to local economies. 

This in turn provides communities with the degree of 

economic stability that allows them to consider a broad 

range of economic opportunities. With good planninq. 

infrastructure development can provide a strong base for a 

more diversified local economy and a decreased reliance upon 

single industry developments that narrow a community 1 s 

overall development options. 

Recommendations tor Action 

1. Conduct research into new developaents in northern 

and rural infrastructure to reduce operating costs. 

2n Establish local trainin9 prograas for residents in 

aunicipal nanageaent. 

3s Establish a business incentives policy for local 

qovernaent .. 

4e Establish a local materials policy for local and 

territorial qovernaents. 
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5. Establish on·-qoing review and status reports for all 

co1munit9 infrastructure. 

6. Identify qaps in present co1m11unity infrastructure by 

coaaunity. 

1. Encourage coJfUAunity-based economic and land use 
plans. 

8. Integrate desiqn and capital standards in co1D1unity 
capital plans to reflect local conditions and cultural 

preferences. 

9. Establish co1U1.unity strateqies to proaote the 
devolution of responsibilities for infrastructure to 

conmunities. 
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Housing 

Objectives for Management and Development 

1. Provide access for all Yukon residents to 9ood 

quality. appropriate and affordable housing. 

Good housing is fundamental to individual well-being and to 

tull participation in the day-to-day activities of our 

society. Safe and sanitary housing is a basic human need. 

Like proper food and clothing. it is impossible to live a 

full and productive life without adequate shelters Poor 

quality housing is a significant barrier to achievinq 

economic equality for many groups. including natives. women. 
seniors and young people. Some of the worst housing 

conditons in Canada can be found in the Yukon. Many 
households live in conditions well below those in the rest 

of the country. A housing policy to identify and initiate 

new programs would assist Yukoners in catching-up with 
housing standards in other regions. Improved housing will 

help make Yukon communities more attractive and should 

contribute to population stabilitye 

2. Devolve and decentralize responsibility for 

administration and delivery of housing prograas. 

Increased responsibility for communities and individuals of 

housing development and housing programs can stimulate local 

community development. Participation by individuals in the 

delivery of their own housing through housing co-operatives 

and tenant involvement. and the development of community 

organizations through training and contracting of services 

can produce more cost-effective operation and more 

appropriate services. The roles of bandsp the Council for 

Yukon Indians. local housing authorities and associations 
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can be enhanced to provide more local control by residents 

of housing in their community~ 

J~ Support the training of resident Yukoners in the 

buildinq trades and in housing administration. 

A resident work force reduces the leakage of capital 

construction dollars from non-resident labour and enhances 
support for local suppliers and retailers .. Support for hum.an 

resource development in housing administration is essential 
if local people are to assume full control of their own 

affairs. 

4 .. Adopt. a bousin9 policy to better inteqrate manqesent 

of private and public housing developnents in response 

to identified housing needs. 

Without a clear definition of the roles and responsibilities 

for the private and public sector in meeting housinq needs. 

the delivery of new housing will be inefficient and 
inadequate. Where incomes are sufficient. and especially in 

Whitehorse and the larger communities where the housing 

market is robust. the private sector can likely provide the 

most efficient delivery of new housing. With profit as the 

bottom line. the private sector can usefully find the 

appropriate innovations in home building and use which will 

appeal to the needs of Yukoners. 

If incomes are insufficient for many Yukon residents and 

needs studies confirm serious housing deficiencies. then 

public effort may be warranted through the Yukon Housing 

Corporation and the Canadian Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation to deliver social housing. Government should 

work closely with community-based groups in these efforts 

and only assume direct delivery when there is no other 

legitimate group to provide the program or servicee 



5. Utilize housing development to proaote local 

employment and business developaent. and enhance the 

quality of life .. 

The purchase of a house. especially a newly constructed 

house. has positive impacts on the economy and on the local 

community. In most cases. it results in the household 
achieving a better standard of housing. Housing construction 

and renovation can create useful em.ploymenta especially if 

it's organized around small projects within the local 
contracting and business community. The use of Yukon 

materials in log and frame construction, use of Yukon 

manufactured items (cabinets.etca)g and the use of wood for 

space heating also provide an opportunity to stimulate 
northern industry and the renewable resource sector. 

6. Establish alternate financing arran9eaents. 

The creation of alternate financing arrangements, 

particularly for rural communities. would encouage more 

individuals to assume responsibility for home ownership and 

promote stability of residency in the Yukon. Alternate 

financing programs would assist communities in overcoming 
the difficult financial circumstances many of their 

residents face in home construction and renovationo and 
reduce reliance on social housing and other 11 social net 11 

programs .. 
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Principles for Development 

1. Encourage self-sufficiency. 

With comm.unities. bands, co-operatives.families and 

individuals takinq primary responsibility for the provision 

and maintenance of shelter, reliance on outside forces will 

be reduced and local control enhancedz 

2. Assistance for households in need. 

It is the role of government to assist individuals and 
families who cannot obtain adequate, appropriate housing at 

an affordable price .. Government can encouraqe and materially 
assist the efforts of households to solve their own housing 
problems .. 

3. Support for colUlunity planning. 

For housing to play a positive role in the social and 

economic development of the community. there needs to be a 

process whereby community needs and desires related to 

housing are considered. 

4 .. Address Umilet housing needs. 

A significant number of Yukoners have unmet housing needs. 
Policies and programs which assist these households should 

be reviewed and up-dated on an on-qoinq basis to improve 
their quality of lifeu Special consideration should be given 
in the design and delivery of housing programs for people 

with special needs. It is the responsibility of government 

to ensure that the quality O'f housinq is improved to meet 

national standards. and Yukon conditions and cultural 

circumstances .. 
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5 .. Encourage local control of housing developaents .. 

To ensure the integration of housing developments within 
communittes and that housing programs deliver the type of 

dwellings that residents desire. local people require the 

responsibility to make their own decisions along with 

adequate financial resources and traininq~ 

6. Encouraqe enerqy conservation in home renovation and 

construction where it is cost-effective to do so. 

With energy as a major component of shelter costs.there are 

of ten sound economic reasons for adopting energy 
conservation measures to make housing more affordable. 

Linking this reasoning to the use of wood as a low cost 

heating source. futher benefits are passed on to local stove 
wood businesses. 

7. Haxi•ize local and Yukon econoaic benefits. 

Housing programs can provide a strong stimulus to local 

economies through the use of local labour and local 
materials. 

Discussion of Principles 

Shelter is an essential element for any society because it 

supports all other aspects of health, education and general 

welfare~ In the cold climate of the Yukon and other parts of 

the north, quality housing is comparatively more critical to 

human existence than anywhere else in Canada. Inadequately 
sheltered people suffer from a variety of health 

afflictions, and their children find it difficult to learn 

well. so they are less able to acquire the skills to extract 
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themselves from a similar situation. There is a tendency for 

poor housing conditions to be repeated across generations. 

While mining has been the traditional mainstay. shelter has 

been a constant and significant element of the Yukon 

economy. In the context of resource extraction development, 

housing is often see~ as a peripheral item of the economye 

Taking a longer and broader view, however~ housing can be 

~een to be necessarily functioning at all times. during boom 

and bust!P during the good years and the bad years .. 

While great progress has been made in many parts of the 

country and while Canada now has one of the best housing 

stocks of any nation .. many Yukoners still lack adequate and 
appropriate housing at prices they can afford to pay. Some 

of the worst housing conditions in Canada can be found in 

the Yukon. and many households live in conditions well below 

those of the rest of the country. 

Housinq conditions and the need for additional housing can 
best be viewed as an opportunity, rather than simply as a 

problema A well thought-out and carefully implemented 
housing strategy presents an opportunity to contribute to 

economic development, improve the quality of life. and 

achieve greater economic equality. 

The instability of the Yukon economy is a major factor for 
the dependence on imported goods and services, making it 

difficult to build ·stable businesses serving Yukon needs. 

Little of what is consumed in the Yukon is produced in the 

Yukon. A small guaranteed annual level of residential 

construction would become a small but stable part of the 
Yukon economya contributing to much broader economic 

activity when combined with the use of local materials and 

supplies. 



A social housing policy which allocates annual financial 

assistance for renewing and building houses makes a positive 

contribution to economic development and is not a drain on 
the budget and the taxpayer. As a component of a carefully 

planned economic development strategy. social housing can 

produce numerous benefits for many people and businesses in 

the local community and the economy in generale 

Housing is much more than sheltere It is the place from 

which we live our lives. Without good quality housing it is 

difficult to perform to the fullest extent of our abilities. 
As a result~ the individual, family and friends§ and the 

community at larqe suffere The Yukon's poor quality housinq 

stock presents an opportunity to build new housing and renew 

existing housing to current standards and to enter the 21st 

century with an adequate stock of quality housing for all 

Yukon peoples One of the most basic elements of the 11quality 

of life." qood quality housinq. will thereby by addressed 

and increasingly eliminated as a factor contributing to 
population instability. 

The quality of housing is an important consideration for the 

Yukon in view of the need to attract new residents and to 

keep existing residents. The population of the Yukon is 

relatively young. While older. lonq time residents may have 

become accustomed to existing housing conditions. it is 

unlikely that younger residents will find such 

considerations acceptable as they think about their futures 

and. where. in the lonq term. they wish to settle. 

Employment opportunities are a primary consideration. but 

the quality of the living environment is not far behinds It 

must be addressed in an economic development strategy. 

A policy aimed at improving the quality of housing for 

Yukoners will play an important role in addressing economic 
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inequality~ Poor housing is usually one of the problems 

experienced by groups facing barriers to achieving equalityti 

These groups include natives. women. seniors. rural 

residents and young people. There are particularly large 

disparities between the incomes of males and females. and 

natives and non-natives. A policy which addresses the need 

of these groups for adequate. appropriate and affordable 

housing will contribut to a social climate based on a 

9reater degree of understanding. co-operation. harmony and 

equality. This will help create a social environment from 

which much more dynamic and prosperous communities can 

result. 

~ 

The problem of achieving greater economic equality has an 

additional dimension in the Yukon: the major cost of livinq 

disparities between communities. The hiqher cost of living 

often combined with lower average incomes in some 

communities means there is less money in the household 
budget for housing. A housing strategy must take this into 
account. 

A housing program can contribute to an overall development 

strategy in important ways. In addition to the direct jobs 

and economic activities associated with the construction of 

housing; important indirect and long term benefits for other 

sectors of the economy can also result. The forestry. 

manufacturing and service sectors would benefit the most by 

a more stable residential construction sector. 

Recommendations for Action 

1 .. Est.ablisb st.rat.e9ies to decentralize and devolve 

housing proqraas to co11.Runit7 organizations and 

individuals as they are requested. 



2~ Develop inforaation systeas that vill develop 

tactual and measured statistics on the status of Yukon 

housing at regular intervals. 

3. Conduct research into better aeetinq the 

requirements for adequate. appropriate and affordable 

northern housinq. 

4c Establish training prograns for local residents in 

housinq admini.st.ration and building trades. 

5. Establish a local materials policy and identify 

construction aaterials'and supplies that can be 

econoaically produced locally. 

6. Encourage the developaent of co11Bunity plans. 

7. Encourage the construction of super-insulated homes& 

8. Review housing pro9raas on a regular basis to ensure 

they aeet the deaand and the need in a cost-effective 

and efficient aanner. 

9a Develop alternative strategies and programs to meet 

housing de.and including the construction of rental 

units and housing co-operatives. 

10. Consider increasing residential densities in larger 

communities to reduce the overall capital cost of 

building nev housinq and longer tern space heating 

requireaents .. 

11. Develop alternative financing prograas to encourage 

hoae ownership.especially ,in rural Yukon. 



Obiectiyes for Management and Development 

le Integrate recreation and leisure planning into 

comaunity and territorial econoaic developaent 

strateqies at the colUiunity and territorial levels. 

Recreation and leisure activities, including sports and arts 

activities. contribute to the economic life of Yukon 

communities through the purchase of equipment and services. 

as well as by enhancing the general quality of life for 

their residents. In addition. the volunteers participating 

in recreation activities represent a significant element of 

the non-wage sector 1 s contribution to the Yukon economy .. The 

recreation industry is growing largely in response to the 

importance of quality of life. increases in leisure time. 
and the availability of a broader spectrum of opportunities 

to a wider segment of societye Recreation activity tends to 

be labour intensive and has followed the overall qrowt.h of 

the service sector~ Opportunities for leisure and recreation 

activities are now important considerations in attracting 

new residents and businesses to a comm.unity. and in 

stabilizing the population by attracting existing residents 

to stay. Potential linkages of recreation to tourism need to 

be given careful consideration in recreation and tourism 

planninqH if benefits for local job creation and the general 

business climate are to be maximized8 

2. Enhance local control of recreation and leisure 

activities through increased eaphasis on human resource 

development. 

The development of recreation is properly the responsibility 

of local government and community organizationsa The 



residents of a community are best placed to plan. develop 

and implement the activities and attractions that will both 

meet their needs and reflect the broader development 
decisions of their community. Government has a role to play 

in ensurin{J that community groups. elected officials and 

administrative personnel have the skills. knowledge and 

resources to carry out their responsibilities effectively. 

Without this support. the burden on local residents and 
organizations, particularly in the volunteer sector. will 

become e:;.:cessive. In addition" responsibility for capital 

spending provides communities with the opportunity to 
develop local recreation facilities that can best meet their 

overall development objectives» and maximize local 

employment and use of local materials. 

3. Encourage the participation of all Yukoners in 

recreation and leisure activities. especially with 

respect to cross-cultural developaent. 

All levels of government will need to give special 
consideration to those groups that are socially and 
economically disadvantaged. The increased involvement of 
these groups in sports and arts activities meets both 

cultural and educational needs that lead to more effective 

participation in Yukon economic life. Recreation provides a 

vehicle through which both native and non-native cultures 
can freely express themselves to better define their 
identity and work co-operatively. 

Principles for Development 

1. Enhance the quality of life for Yukoners. 

Recreation serves to meet the physical. social and 
psycholoqical needs of a comm.unity. Viewed as a basic social 
tool* recreation is an integral part of Yukon society. 



2u Encouraqe the definition and development of Yukon 

identity .. 

Recreation contributes to the preservation and enhancement 

of the Yukon·s cultural past and present .. Recreation gives 

expression to the identity of th.e Yukon comm.unity as it is 

understood by residents and recognized by visitors. It is an 

important element of the cultural fabric that holds 

residents and attracts tourists .. 

J. Kncouraqe local control to ensure development of a 

supportive infrastructure that maximizes local social 

and economic benefits. 

To further their skills and enjoyment in recreation and 

leisure activities. communities require recreational 

infrastructure and. most importantly. recreation 

professionals and community control of recreation planninq. 

The public funds allocated to construction of local 

facilities can be most benefical to local economies if 

careful consideration is given to maximizinq the economic 

benefits to Yukon residents. workers and suppliers. Yukon 

communities hold responsibility for developing community 

services and managing community affairs. Local governments 

require strong support for hum.an resource development in 

management and leadership skills if they are to effectively 

carry out their responsibilities and maximize benefits to 

residents. 

5= Equality of opportunity. 

All regions and all people of the Yukon are entitled to 

equal opportunity to participate in and benefit from 

recreation and leisure activities. In this way. Yukoners can 

improve the social stability in their communities and 



develop a more diversif 1ed economic life reflecting a rich 

variety of cultural preferences. 

Discussion of Principles 

aecreation and leisure activities have only rarelv b~en 

considered economic tools .. Seen as past-time diversions from 
work. their economic significance has frequently been 

overlooked. 

For Yukon people, recreation and leisure offer three 

essential benefits to Yukon economic life: 1.) they 

stabilize Yukon communities by making them attractive places 

to live and locate. 2.) they create employment opportunities 

in the service and construction industries. and 3.) they 

create strength in a Yukon cultural indentity. Recreation 

and leisure planning. when considered in the context of an 

economic development strategy» can maximize these benefitsa 

A diversified economic base rests on a population of people 
with diverse interests and skills. Recreation and leisure 

activities can encourage the development of these skills in 
communities throughout the Yukon where local cultural 

traditions and the physical environment are influential 

factors in shaping the course of economic development. 

Leisure and recreation can contribute to diversification 

through a) support to the tourism industry and b) actions 

designed to improve upon the leisure and recreation 

industryB 

Tourism is an important sector of the Yukon economy and 

recreation and leisure have li.nkages to it. Recreation 

facilities and programs can also be considered tourist 

attractions. Due to its local nature and the variety of 

programs offered. unique recreation opportunities help 

-residents to enhance and develop skills for tourism 



oppor~un1t1~s (canoe1~q. sk11ng,etc.) and attract tourists 

to part:Lcipate. The rfjcreati(ln professional and community 

planning processes are vehicles which can encourage a closer 

link between tourism and recreation. Recreation and leisure 

can make a substantial contribution to the tourism industry 

it linkages are sought, identified and developed. 

Recommendations for Action 

1 .. Establish local t.raininq prograas tor residents in 

recreation aana9eaent planning. 

Z. Integrate recreation planning and development into 

comaunity econoaic developaent initiatives. 

3. Develop a strategy to identify and develop the links 

between tourism and comaunity recreation programs and 

facilities. 

4. Identify the significance of the volunteer sector as 

an integral part of the economy and as central to a 

healthy co1Uaunity. 
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